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Problem/ Applications
Efficient determination of similarity between 3D shapes

- Retrieval
- Recognition
- Clustering
- Classification



Requirements
Need a method that is robust to the following issues:

- 3D formats rarely contain semantic information
- No simple parametric representation
- Arbitrary topology (Missing / flipped / intersecting polygons etc)
- Often contain cracks, degenerate polygons, artifacts from scanning, noise



Approach
Represent the signature of an object as a shape distribution sampled from a 
shape function

Properies of this approach

- Efficient comparison
- Invariance under rigid motion (mirror, translate, rotate)
- Invariance under scaling can be obtained
- Robust to noise due to random sampling
- Efficient sampling: S samples of a model with N triangles is O(S * logN)



Approach
Shape functions:

- A3: Angle between three random points on the surface
- D1: Distance between model centroid and a random point on the surface
- D2: Distance between two random points on the surface
- D3: sqrt of area of triangle between three points on the surface
- D4: cube root of volume between four random points on the surface

Rigid motion invariance holds for all. A3 is invariant to scale.

D2 yielded best results.



D2 shape function
Histograms

X-axis: distance

Y-axis: P(distance between two points)



Sampling
Typical numbers:
N = 1024^2 samples, 
B = 1024 bins, 
V = 64 vertices Sample generation:

1) Pick random triangle with probability proportional to its area
2) Pick a random point on the selected triangle:

a) Generate two random numbers r1, r2 ∈ [0, 1]
b)



Computing (dis-)similarity
Normalization step required to account for scale factor.
Pdf works better than cdf.

Three methods:

1) Align the maximum sample values
2) Align mean sample values
3) Search for scale that minimizes dissimilarity measure during each comparison



Computing (dis-)similarity
1) and 2) can be computed analytically and are very fast, but may not be optimal
3) requires an extra optimization procedure:

i) Normalize so that each distribution has a value of 1
ii) Search through values of log(s) from -10 to 10 in 100 intervals
iii) Choose s according to: 



Results
Tested on a set of models from the web. 20 - 186000 polys per model (avg 7k).
Applied random perturbations to each model to get a larger data set:

- Scale: x10 in every dimension
- Rotate: 45 degrees around each axis
- Mirror: YZ, XZ, XY
- Noise: Vertex position pertubed randomly by 1% (introduces cracks)
- Delete: Randomly remove 5% of polygons
- Insert: Randomly insert copies of 5% of polygons



Results - noise
Used D2 shape function

- Each line is a different
model.

- Line thickness due to 
perturbations



Results - tesselation
Stanford bunny:
600 - 70k triangles

Sphere:

28-200 triangles



Results - discrimination



Results - discrimination



Comparisons



Conclusion
Robust, fast, easy to implement.

Suitable for preclassification.

D2 comes out on top.


